
Release notes WDCAP version 3.0.2 dated 23-8-2018 

At 23-8-2018 a new WDCAP version is installed with the following changes: 

WDC200 - Child details 

If the class is changed on the child details screen the program will ask the related new schoolyear. 

There is also a test added that the link “Progress report” is invisible if the status of the child is 99 

(history) 

WDC201 - New Child 

The program will give a warning message if the combination Date of birth – First name already exists 

and will display a list with the children that have the same Date of birth – First name 

with 2 options: "1 = Add new child anyway / 2 = Cancel (duplicate child)" 



WDC210 - Family Details 
 

 
 
Problem solved that changes in the religion of the mother were not saved in the database 

 

Another problem solved that changes in the father and mother of an education only child were not 
saved in the database. 

 
 

WDC213 - New Family 
 

 
 

The program will give a warning message if the combination Date of birth (of the child)  – Family 

name already exists and will display a list with the children that have the same date of birth – Family 
name with 2 options: "1 = Add new family anyway / 2 = Cancel (duplicate child)" 

 
 

WDC220 - School History 
 

 



 

The column start date is replaced by date entry and the user who entered the change is added. 

There is also a test added that if continuation code 3 (Dropout) is selected that the date of the 
dropout must be entered. 

 
 

WDC220A - School History Detail     
 

 
 

Problem solved that if on the School history detail screen the school was changed that also the child 

number was changed. 
If a new school history line is added the initial value of the school will now be the current school but 

can be changed. 

 
 

WDC263 - Transfer Child to Other School 
 

 
 
New field “Schoolyear” added to select the schoolyear of the  new school/class. 

Also a test added that transfers of children with status 20 (Education only) will not be added to 
worklist 5 (transfers) 

 
 

WDC264 - Child Leaving 
 

mk:@MSITStore:C:/Users/jande/Desktop/WDCAP.chm::/WDC221-SchoolResults.html
mk:@MSITStore:C:/Users/jande/Desktop/WDCAP.chm::/WDC221-SchoolResults.html
mk:@MSITStore:C:/Users/jande/Desktop/WDCAP.chm::/WDC220-SchoolHistory.html
mk:@MSITStore:C:/Users/jande/Desktop/WDCAP.chm::/WDC221-SchoolResults.html
mk:@MSITStore:C:/Users/jande/Desktop/WDCAP.chm::/WDC220-SchoolHistory.html
mk:@MSITStore:C:/Users/jande/Desktop/WDCAP.chm::/WDC220-SchoolHistory.html


 
 

Test added that leavings of children with status 20 (Education only) will not be added to worklist 6 

(leavings) 
Also the problem solved that sometimes a leaving form was sent to W&D while this leaving form was 

already sent automatically after handling worklist 19 (22 + handling) with code 145. 
 

 

WDC501/ WDC502 - Greetings  
 

 
 
Problem solved that sometimes the greetings were added multiple times to the worklist. 

 

 

WDC505 - New School Year 
 

 
 



Program extended to enter the current schoolyear and the new schoolyear to avoid issues with the 

new schoolyear. 

 
 

WDC657 - Progress Report 2018 Style 
 
The resolution of the google maps picture is increased for better quality of the progress report. 

 
 

WDC721 - School Detail 
 

 
 

Test added that new schools can only be entered with school numbers between 100 and 998 
 

 

WDC723 - Schoolyear Details 
 

 

 
 
If the starting date or last date of the schoolyear are modified the related children will also be 

automatically updated. 
 

 

WDC760 - User Maintenance 
 

Now the list with users in an organization will also contain the users where already an end date in the 

future is entered. These users were not displayed in the old version if “Include history” was not 
checked. 


